Structure and evaluation of entrance examination for master's programme in Nonverbal
Theatre

The Nonverbal Theatre Department will ask the applicant to send in the following sufficiently
in advance of the entrance exam:
- a written concept of the future master's performance (directorial and dramaturgical idea)
- a written concept of the future master's thesis
- a written description of their idea of their artistic direction (goals, ideas, collaborations,
internships, attendance of workshops, etc.)
The entrance exam is made up of two parts – practical and oral. A score evaluation of both
parts will take place after the second part has ended.
Course of entrance examination:
1) practical part:
The applicant will spend 5–10 minutes presenting the structure and idea of their master's
performance in a compact practical sample. The practical sample must contain an evident
dramaturgy, clear scenic message and style of motion. Integral parts of the sample are the
musical component, at least one prop or object and an indication of the costume.
2) oral part:
In this part of the entrance exam, an interview will be held with the applicant with reflection
on the presented sample and the topic of the submitted concept for the future master's thesis
and written description of their artistic direction.

The entrance committee will evaluate the applicant with an overall mark ranging from 1–25
points. This mark contains an evaluation of: knowledge of movement and acting techniques
with an emphasis on original creation (pantomime, corporeal mime, acrobatics, clown,
physical acting, improvisation), creativity and originality, a general cultural grounding and
stage experience, all at least at the level of a graduate of the bachelor's programme.
After the entrance exams have been completed, the admissions committee will rank the
applicants by their average points and recommend for admission those applicants who have
placed up to the number of spots for the field, with the condition that their mark is also at least
20 points.
Should there not be enough applicants that meet the cut-off mark, the full number of spots
shall not be filled.

